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Abstract

With the availability of ever-increasing gene sequence data across a large number of species, reconstruction of phylogenetic trees to reveal the evolution relationship among those species becomes more and more important. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees given sequence data of a group of species as parsimony is probably the most widely used among all tree building algorithms [4]. The major contribution of this paper is the presentation of a novel algorithm, the random tree optimization (RTO) algorithm based on cross-entropy method [16], for the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees. We analyze the RTO algorithm in the framework of expectation maximization (EM) and point out the similarities and differences between traditional EM algorithm and the RTO algorithm.

1. Introduction

Reconstruction of phylogenetic trees is one of the most fundamental problems in computational biology. A phylogenetic tree reveals the evolutionary relationship among a given set of species. The basic hypothesis is that all organisms on Earth are evolutionarily related via a common ancestor. Notably, genes can be diverged by either gene duplication (also known as paralog) or speciation (also known as ortholog). For the construction of phylogenetic trees of species it must be based on orthologs. We also need to emphasize that even the phylogenetic tree that best explains the sequence data of a group of species does not necessarily represent the true phylogenetic tree of the host species due to the processes of gene duplication, loss and lineage sorting [11].

In general, phylogenetic tree construction methods can be classified into four categories: distance-based methods, maximum parsimony methods, maximum likelihood schemes and maximum compatibility methods. Distance-based methods include UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method Using Arithmetic Averages) and neighbor joining algorithms (see [4] for algorithm details). For distance-based approach, the interspecies distances are defined a priori. The problem is to search for a tree which is most consistent with these distances. A typical way of tackling this problem is to minimize the sum of the squares of the difference between the pre-defined pairwise distance and the corresponding predicted pairwise distance from a given tree, e.g., the Least Squares Methods (LSM). It is known that using LSM to find the best tree is NP-complete. For maximum parsimony (MP) method [22], the phylogenetic tree construction performs a site-by-site (each site is normally represented by a character) analysis for the given sequence data. For each tree topology, it calculates the minimum number of mutation events that are required to explain the given sequence data. The total number of character changes are summed over all paths in a given tree topology. The problem is to search for a tree topology that has the minimum number of substitutions, which is considered as the most parsimonious tree to explain the given sequence data.

Existing maximum parsimony methods include Branch-and-Bound, Philip [13], Subtree Pruning and Regrafting (SPR), Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI), Tree Bisection and Reconnection (TBR), etc. For maximum likelihood method, it defines the likelihood of a tree as the probability of the observed data conditioned on the given tree and the probabilistic model. The problem is to maximize the likelihood of the tree among all potential tree topologies and branch lengths for the given observed data. Existing ML methods include PHYML [10], etc. Finally, for maximum compatibility (MC) methods [2], it attempts to maximize the number of characters which are compatible with the given tree based on some predefined notion of character compatibility.

In this paper, we focus on the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees given sequence data of a group of species. As mentioned in [4], parsimony is probably the most widely used among all tree building algorithms. Although small parsimony tree problem (given tree topology and leaf labels, but not internal
node labels, find best internal node labels with the minimum parsimony score for that tree) is polynomial-time solvable for both uniform cost based on character change [5] (Fitch’s algorithm) and non-uniform cost [18] (Sankoff’s algorithm), large parsimony tree problem (given sequence data, find minimum parsimony score tree with leaves labeled by sequences) has been proven to be NP-hard [3,6]. There are a lot of efforts in trying to find efficient solutions for the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees. Most of the existing heuristic approaches still struggle with some moderate-size data sets in practice [20]. However, the data sets to be solved have been getting increasingly large in the genomic era of the 21st century. Some recent efforts has been focused on the most parsimonious tree problem using integer linear programming [20] but the number of variables and constraints could be exponential in worst cases. The intuition behind the integer linear programming approach is still of the deterministic optimization philosophy.

We present a novel random tree optimization algorithm based on the cross-entropy (CE) method [16,17]. The basic idea behind the cross entropy method is to translate the deterministic optimization problem into a related stochastic one and then use rare event simulation techniques to find the solution. We call the specification of the CE method to the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees (MPPT) problem the random tree optimization (RTO) algorithm. The RTO algorithm operates iteratively by randomly generating improved sample trees based on a common-parent probability matrix (CPPM) until the optimization process converges based on our predefined performance function, i.e., the minimal parsimony score (the total number of changes along all the edges of the tree) to explain the data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation is given in Section 2. We present the random tree optimization algorithm for the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic tree in Section 3. We analyze RTO in the framework of EM (expectation maximization) in Section 4. We give the conclusion and future directions in Section 5.

2. The Problem

Given \( n \) aligned strings of equal length (DNA sequences of different species, etc.), find a (binary) tree \( T \) by labeling its leaf nodes with these input strings, and by assigning its internal nodes similar strings so as to minimize the parsimony score over all possible trees and all possible labeling of the internal nodes.

Parsimony score is the total number of mutation events in which the value of some nucleotide base changes along some edge of the tree to explain the given sequence data. Formally, given a phylogenetic tree \( T \), its parsimony score can be defined as follows:

\[
S(T) = \sum_{(u,v) \in E(T)} |\{j : v_j \neq u_j\}|
\]

(1)

where \( E(T) \) is the set of edges of the tree \( T \), \( (u,v) \) is an edge of the tree \( T \), and \( u, v \) represent the corresponding strings associated with them.

The problem is to search for a tree topology that has the minimum number of substitutions, which is considered as the most parsimonious tree. One drawback with the parsimony approach is that the “backflips” phenomena such as \( A \rightarrow C \rightarrow A \) during the evolution of two species could not be taken into account by only looking at the given sequences of the two species.

In a phylogenetic tree, the leaf nodes denote the species and the internal nodes represent the hypothetical ancestors. Each edge in a phylogenetic tree reveals the evolutionary relationship between the two end nodes that join the given edge. The edge length indicates the evolutionary distance or evolutionary time between the two end nodes that join the given edge. The root node in a phylogenetic tree represents the ultimate ancestor of the group of species. Normally, we restrict ourselves to full binary trees for phylogenetic trees. Of course, we can add links of zero length when necessary.

Notably, the large parsimony problem (given sequence data, find minimum parsimony score tree with leaves labeled by the given sequences) is NP-complete [4,12,19].

3. The RTO Algorithm

The major contribution of this paper is the presentation of the random tree optimization approach based on cross-entropy (CE) method [16] to find the most parsimonious tree given aligned sequences of different species. The basic idea of CE method is to translate the deterministic optimization problem into a corresponding stochastic one and then use rare event simulation techniques to find the optimal solution.

As discussed in [16], CE (cross entropy) methods differs from other well-known random search algorithms for global optimization such as simulated annealing [1,7,15], tabu search [8] and genetic algorithms [9], which are local search heuristics and employ the notion of local neighborhood structures. CE method employs multi-extremal optimization process based on Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy, importance
sampling, etc. Therefore, CE method represents a global random search procedure rather than a local one.

### 3.1. Initialization of CPPM

We define pair-wise common parent probability matrix (CPPM) as the probability model for the generation of random tree samples. The pair-wise common-parent probability matrix is initialized based on the Jukes-Cantor distance $\frac{3}{4} \times \log_e (1 - \frac{4}{3}d)$. The Jukes-Cantor model produces a maximum likelihood estimate of the number of nucleotide substitutions between two sequences. We define $Q = (q_{i,j})_{n \times n}$ as the common-parent probability matrix, where $q_{i,j}$ denotes the probability that node $i$ and node $j$ have the common parent node. The sum of each row of the matrix is normalized as one.

Although we use Jukes-Cantor model to generate the pair-wise distance matrix, there is no guarantee that those pair-wise distances are either ultrametric or additive [4] (in practice, in most cases those pair-wise distances are neither ultrametric nor additive). Therefore, most likely the UPGMA and neighbor joining algorithms [4] could not perform well toward the optimal solution without these conditions. We refer interested reader to [4] on the notions of ultrametric and additivity conditions, with which UPGMA and neighbor joining (NJ) algorithms perform well respectively (UPGMA with ultrametric condition, NJ with additivity condition).

It is important to note that we choose Jukes-Cantor distance over other alternative distances such as Hamming distance, Poisson distance, etc. It is our understanding that for the problem setting of DNA strings of different species, the choice of Jukes-Cantor distance is the most appropriate and natural [4].

In the case of solving the most parsimonious phylogenetic tree problem using CE method, the key is how to efficiently generate random trees based on the common-parent probability matrix (CPPM) that we introduced and how to efficiently initiate and update the CPPM. Note that the random tree generation algorithm has to be based on the CPPM in order to get improved sample trees after each iteration of the RTO algorithm.

### 3.2. Random Tree Generation

We initialize $n$ un-parented leaf nodes, each of which is corresponding to the input DNA string of a given species.

The random tree generation algorithm operates as follows: we first randomly pick one un-parented node and then randomly pick a sibling node for this node based on the pair-wise common-parent probabilities in CPPM among other un-parented nodes, until all nodes find a unique parent node.

For the new row of the newly-formed internal node in the CPPM, we simply take the average of the original values for its two child nodes, which is reasonable if we assume equal mutation rate towards those two child nodes from their common parent node. Formally, we have

$$CPPM[m][i] = \frac{CPPM[r][i] + CPPM[l][i]}{2} \quad (2)$$

where $m$ is the parent node, and $l$ and $r$ are the corresponding child nodes, $1 \leq i \leq 2n-1$ ($n$ is the number of species).

Similarly, for the new column of the newly-formed internal node in the CPPM, we simply take the average of the original values for its two child nodes, which is reasonable if we assume equal mutation rate towards those two child nodes from their common parent node. Formally, we have

$$CPPM[i][m] = \frac{CPPM[i][r] + CPPM[i][l]}{2} \quad (3)$$

where $m$ is the parent node, and $l$ and $r$ are the corresponding child nodes, $1 \leq i \leq 2n-1$ ($n$ is the number of species).

Notably, after the normalization process along each row of the CPPM, the symmetry of the CPPM may not hold, i.e., $CPPM[i][j]$ may not be equal to $CPPM[j][i]$. That is why we need to calculate $CPPM[m][i]$ (Eq. (2)) and $CPPM[i][m]$ (Eq. (3)) separately.

After the two un-parented nodes find a new parent node, the corresponding rows and columns for those two nodes will be set as zeros. The rows of the CPPM will be renormalized such that the sum of each row is one.

Regarding the labeling of a newly-formed parent node (internal node) with two child nodes, we use the Union operation for each character position (per nucleotide) along the sequence (similar to the process in Fitch’s algorithm), in which we take the intersection of the two sets if they have some character in common at the same position, otherwise, multiple choices resulted from the Union of the two sets at the same position are kept if they do not have some character in common. The beauty of our proposed random tree generation algorithm is that when a random tree is generated, the
parsimony score of the tree is also figured out at the same time. This is due to the fact that the way we determine the label for the parent node fits well with Fitch’s algorithm [5] to calculate the parsimony score of the tree.

This process will continue till there are only two un-parented nodes that have to be paired together in the end.

3.3. The RTO Algorithm

First, we define the performance function \( F(\text{tree}) \) as the parsimony score of a tree, e.g., the total required number of changes along all edges of a tree to explain the data, which is given in Eq. (1). As mentioned earlier, there are two key components in the RTO algorithm: (a) Generation of random sample trees; (b) Update of the parameters at each iteration. The update mechanism is supposed to encourage trees with high performance so that the randomization mechanism would lead to trees with even better performance.

At each iteration of the RTO algorithm, we need to calculate the benchmark value of \( \gamma_t \) as follows:

\[
\gamma_t = \min \{ f : P_{Q_{t-1}}(F(T) \leq f) \geq \rho \},
\]

where \( \rho \) normally takes a value of 0.01 so that the event of obtaining high performance is not too rare, \( F(T) \) stand for the parsimony score of a randomly-generated sample tree, say \( T \), based on the common-parent probability matrix in the \((t-1)^{th}\) round, e.g., \( Q_{t-1} \). \( P_{Q_{t-1}}(A) \) denote the probability of the event \( A \) conditioned on \( Q_{t-1} \). Essentially, \( \gamma_t \) is the sample \( \rho \)-quantile of the performance of the randomly generated trees in the \( t^{th} \) round.

There are several choices to set the termination conditions. Normally, If for some \( t \geq l \), say \( t = 5 \),

\[
\gamma_t = \gamma_{t-1} = \ldots = \gamma_{t-l},
\]

then stop the optimization process.

The updated value of \( q_{i,j} \) can be estimated as:

\[
q^{t}_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} H_{F(T_k) \leq f} H_{T_{i,j} \in T_{i,j}}}{\sum_{k=1}^{M} H_{F(T_k) \leq f}} \tag{6}
\]

where \( M \) stands for the number of sample trees, \( H_{ij} \) is an indicator function, \( T_{i,j} \) is the set of trees in which node \( i \) and node \( j \) have common parent node. While there are solid theoretical justifications for Equation (6), we refer the readers to [16,17], and focus on the algorithms that were implemented in practice. In order to avoid overly quick convergence to 1s and 0s for the update of \( q_{i,j} \), which could limit the randomness of the sample trees, normally we use a smoothed update procedure in which

\[
q^{t}_{i,j} = \alpha \times q^{t-1}_{i,j} + (1 - \alpha) \times q^{t}_{i,j} \tag{7}
\]

where \( q^{t-1}_{i,j} \) is the value of \( q_{i,j} \) in the previous round and \( q^{t}_{i,j} \) is the estimated value of \( q_{i,j} \) based on the performance in the previous round according to Equation (6), and \( q^{t}_{i,j} \) stands for the value of \( q_{i,j} \) for the current round. Empirically, a value of \( \alpha \) between 0.4 \( \leq \alpha \leq 0.9 \) gives the best results as in [16,17].

In summary, we have RTO Algorithm operation flow as follows based on CE [16,17]:

1. Set \( t = 1 \) and set \( Q_0 \) according to the initialization of \( q_{i,j} \).
2. Randomly generate sample trees (typically \( 20n^2 \) sample trees).
3. Calculate \( \gamma_t \) according to Equation (4).
4. Update \( q_{i,j} \) according to Equation (6) and Equation (7).
5. If for some \( t \geq l \), say \( l = 5 \), such that \( \gamma_t = \gamma_{t-1} = \ldots = \gamma_{t-l} \), then stop; otherwise, reiterate from step 2.

4. RTO in the Framework of EM

In this section we analyze RTO algorithm in the framework of EM (expectation maximization) [23].

Let \( D \) indicate the values of the observed variables, e.g., the sequence data of the species, and let \( T \) denote the hidden data, e.g., the parsimonious phylogenetic trees. Let \( P \) be the probability mass function of the complete data with parameters given by the matrix CPPM. So, we have \( P(D,T \mid CPPM) \) as the complete data likelihood, which can be thought of as a function of CPPM.

By using the Bayes’s rule and the law of total probability, the conditional probability of the hidden data given the observed data and CPPM can be expressed as:

\[
P(T \mid D, CPPM) = \frac{P(D,T \mid CPPM)}{P(D \mid CPPM)} = \frac{P(D \mid T, CPPM)P(T \mid CPPM)}{\sum_T P(D \mid T, CPPM)P(T \mid CPPM)} \tag{8}
\]
where $\hat{T}$ indicates the estimated tree samples.

The goal is to estimate CPPM. The E-step is given by:

$$E : \hat{Q}(CPPM) = E_T[\log P(D,T | CPPM)] \tag{9}$$

where $\hat{Q}(CPPM)$ is the expected value of the log-likelihood of the complete data.

The expected value of log-likelihood in Eq. (9) can be further expressed as:

$$\hat{Q}(CPPM) = \sum_T P(T | D,CPPM) \times \log P(D,T | CPPM) \tag{10}$$

In the RTO algorithm, CPPM evolves from $CPPM_0$ to $CPPM_1, CPPM_2,..., CPPM_{t-1}, CPPM_t$ based on the improved tree samples according to Eq. (6), and Eq. (7). The update process of $q_{i,j}$, the elements of the CPPM, according to Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) minimizes the cross-entropy based on the Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy principle [16] and importance sampling philosophy.

The M-step is thus given by:

$$M : CPPM_t = \arg \max_{CPPM} \hat{Q}(CPPM) \tag{11}$$

$CPPM_t$ is the value that maximizes (M-step) the conditional expectation (E-sep, e.g., Eq. (9)) of the complete data log-likelihood given the observed sequence data under the previous parameter value of $CPPM_{t-1}$. Notably, for each set of sample trees, e.g., $T$, there is a likelihood value for CPPM. We can thus calculate an expected value of the likelihood, which depends on the previously assumed value of CPPM as it influenced the probabilities of the sample trees, e.g., $T$.

In traditional EM algorithm, it can be shown that an EM iteration does not decrease the observed data likelihood function. However, there is no guarantee that the sequence converges to a maximum likelihood estimator. In other words, EM is a local search algorithm. In the RTO algorithm based on CE method, a multi-extremal search is employed due to the adoption of Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy [16] and importance sampling techniques. It can be shown [16] that with high probability the observed data likelihood function increases and eventually converges to one so long as the number of samples is large enough and the number of iterations is large enough.

Formally, we have the following property holds with high probability for RTO algorithm based on CE method:

$$P(D | CPPM_t) = \sum_T P(D,T | CPPM_t) \leq P(D | CPPM_{t+1}) \tag{12}$$

When both $t$ and the number of samples, e.g., $|T|$, go to infinity, the data likelihood function converges. This property of CE method is proved in [16] based on the stochastic nature of Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy process. We refer interested readers to Appendix A in [23] for details.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

With the availability of ever-increasing gene sequence data across a large number of species, reconstruction of phylogenetic trees to reveal the evolution relationship among those species becomes more and more important. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the most parsimonious trees given sequence data of a group of species as parsimony is probably the most widely used among all tree building algorithms [4]. The major contribution of this paper is the presentation of a novel algorithm, the random tree optimization (RTO) algorithm based on cross-entropy method [16], for the construction of the most parsimonious phylogenetic trees. We analyze the RTO algorithm in the framework of expectation maximization (EM) and point out the similarities and differences between traditional EM algorithm and the RTO algorithm.

We will conduct experimental tests for RTO algorithm with different sets of input data and compare its performance with the benchmark data reported by Rasmussen and Kellis in [14] as our future directions.
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